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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES O_ VECTOR 0PEiATORS

T. MATOLCSI

1, Introduction

Usual quantum mechanical observables are self-adJoint operators, or better said,
families of self-adJoint operators. For instance, position, a so-called vectorial obseTv-
able, is considered as a family of thTee se1f-adjoint operators that are inte_reted as
the components of position re1ative to a basis of the physical space. If we want to get
rid of bases and to look for a coordinate-free description, we face the problem, what
mathematical objects repTesent quantum mechanical observables. The notion of vec-
tor operator is introduced to answer this question. Here we investigate only mathe-
matical prope_ies of vector operators and we do not enter into physical applications.

2. Pre_imi_aries

In the sequel Y and Z denote a complex Hilbe_ space and a _ite dimensional
complex vector space, respectively.
Inner products are denoted by the symbol (,) and are tak.en to be lineaT in tbe
second variable.
Hg Z is the a1gebraic tensor product of H and Z. It is well-_nown (see _1J, Ch,
II. 4) that if we equip Z with an inner produ_ then Y_ Z turns into a Hilbe_ space
with the inner product de_ned by

(h _ z, g _ y) :-_ (h, g) (z, y) (h, g_ H, z, y{Z).

The corresponding topology on H_ Z is independent of the pa_icular inner product
chosen on Z. That is why we consider H_ Z as a topological vector space without
specifying an inner product on Z.
If z_ ,... , _y lS a basls Of Z then eveTy element Of H_ Z Can be Wrltten 1n the fo Tm
N
_Jh__2_.
k=l
_ d _i r i .
We are given a continuous bilinear map

((l)): Z_x(H_Z) _ H,
de_ned by
((plh_5)) :-- _lz)h __Z_, h_z_H_Z),
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